Feng 2 LHC EXPECTATIONS 2 reasons to anticipate something rather than nothing (beyond the Higgs):
• Gauge hierarchy problem
• Dark matter 
• Note: Ω X , not n X , appears above; m X enters through σ and dimensional analysis HIDDEN SECTORS
• Can we obtain something like the WIMP miracle, but with hidden DM? Need some structure.
• Consider standard GMSB with one or more hidden sectors
• Each hidden sector has its own gauge groups and couplings
• Particle Physics
Superpartner masses, interaction strengths depend on gauge couplings • This requires that an m X particle be stable. Can one be? Pagels, Primack (1982) -m G̃ > 2 keV; DM can't be too hot Viel et al.; Seljak et al. (2006) • WIMPless DM provides one resolution (there are others)
Han, Hempfling ( • The parameters that give the correct relic density are also those that give weakscale MSSM masses.
• The dimensional analysis is confirmed in this concrete example
DETECTION
• So far, WIMPless DM has no observable consequences (other than gravitational)
• But we can add connectors with both MSSM and hidden charges; e.g., bifundamentals motivated by intersecting brane models • Y's are subject to 4 th generation constraints from collider direct searches, precision electroweak, Yukawa perturbativity. -Conventional GMSB spectrum with GMSB signals (prompt photon, multi-leptons, etc.) -But also pair production YY XX f f, "gravity-mediated" missing energy signal -Higgs mass as high as 300 GeV 
